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ABSTRACT
Smartphone applications that use passive sensing to support hu-
man health and well-being primarily rely on: (a) generating low-
dimensional representations from high-dimensional data streams;
(b) making inferences regarding user behavior; and (c) using those
inferences to benefit application users. Meanwhile, sometimes these
datasets are shared with third parties as well. Human-centered ubiq-
uitous systems need to ensure that sensitive attributes of users are
protected when applications provide utility to people based on
such behavioral inferences. In this paper, we demonstrate that in-
ferences of sensitive attributes of users (gender, body mass index
category) are possible using low-dimensional and sparse data com-
ing from mobile food diaries (a combination of sensor data and
self-reports). After exposing this potential risk, we demonstrate
how deep learning techniques can be used for feature transforma-
tion to preserve sensitive user information while achieving high
accuracies for application-related inferences (e.g. inferring the type
of consumed food). Our work is based on two datasets of daily eat-
ing behavior of 160 young adults from Switzerland (N𝐶𝐻=122) and
Mexico (N𝑀𝑋 =38). Results show that using the proposed approach,
accuracies in the order of 75%-90% can be achieved for application
related inferences, while reducing the sensitive inference to almost
random performance.
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1 INTRODUCTION
There is a booming industry around mobile sensing applications
for human health and well-being. Research has attempted to infer
health and well-being related attributes such as stress [37, 52, 75],
emotions and mood [70, 83], well-being [47, 50, 91], alcohol con-
sumption [15, 77], and other behavior [69] using smartphone sensor
data and self-reports. In the specific case of food and nutrition, stud-
ies demonstrated the potential to identify eating occasions using
wearable cameras and sensors [17, 78, 84, 85]. Moreover, automati-
cally inferring attributes related to eating patterns (e.g. meal and
snack patterns, social context of eating, food categories, etc.) using
smartphone sensing has been emphasized as a key to design the
next generation of food-related health and well-being applications,
as these patterns would be invaluable for mobile interventions,
dietary monitoring, and fitness applications [17, 21, 79, 84, 85].

Most commercial mobile food diary-based health and well-being
applications such as Samsung Health [12], Google Fit [8], and Apple
Health [10] passively sense activity information by transforming
high-dimensional sensor data from accelerometer, location, gyro-
scope, and other sensors into low-dimensional features such as step
count, semantic location, and activity type. Moreover, they collect
data regarding food intake as food diaries [12]. Such applications
usually provide an option for users to provide sensitive information
such as gender, body mass index (BMI), and age, claiming that if
they provide such data, personalized services could be provided
with better quality of service [4, 6, 11]. While some users might be
willing to provide such data, other users would prefer to use the
application without providing sensitive information, thus setting
trade-offs that involve personalization, privacy, and utility, when
using applications and services [28, 86, 90]. How this conundrum
plays a role in ubiquitous computing is described in [16], which
emphasizes the need for privacy-preserving systems. Moreover, ac-
cording to the terms of use of several mobile health apps [4, 6, 11],
this is exactly why they use personalization for users who provide
such sensitive information, and non-personalized algorithms for
users who refuse to provide such data, but still opt to use the app.

Another concerning issue is that tech companies who own such
low-dimensional data have often sold data to third parties (i.e. ad-
vertisers, insurance companies, etc.), and there is no full clarity as
to how companies use data [16, 22, 45, 56, 64, 68, 71]. According to
recent reports from consumer protection agencies [1, 7], this trend
is not diminishing. Even though data might be anonymized before
sharing it with third parties, it is not fully understood whether
such low-dimensional data can be used to infer sensitive attributes
without user consent using models developed by those third par-
ties, specially for health-related information including food intake
and activity levels. For example, a health insurance company can
obtain anonymized food intake data through data brokers, and use
a machine-learning model developed by them to infer sensitive
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attributes such as BMI (whether it is high or low, which is an in-
dicator of the overall weight condition of a person), which could
guide the decision to insure a person or not [2, 3]. Even though it
is an unethical practice, these risks exist.

Given this context, in this paper, we examine two mobile sensing
and self-reporting datasets about eating behavior. Using sparse, low-
dimensional features regarding eating behavior, our paper addresses
two research questions:
RQ1: Do everyday eating practices captured via low-dimensional,
sparse smartphone sensing data pose a risk regarding the possible
inference of sensitive attributes (gender and BMI as examples), and
thus pose a risk about sharing such behavioral traces online?
RQ2: Can sensitive attributes embedded in low- dimensional and
sparse datasets be preserved with deep learning techniques based
on multi-task neural networks and autoencoders, such that high
accuracies in essential application-oriented inferences can still be
achieved?

By addressing the above research questions, our work contains
the following contributions.
Contribution 1: We demonstrate that using low-dimensional fea-
tures generated from sensors and self-reports regarding the eating
behavior of two independent sets of university students (in Switzer-
land and Mexico), there is a risk of inferring sensitive attributes
such as gender and BMI category with accuracies of the range 74%
- 78%, while also using the same feature set for six application infer-
ences at the episode level produces accuracies of the range 73%-86%.
This shows a potential risk to users of mobile apps related to food
diaries, as people might not be aware that sensitive attributes can be
inferred in cases when they have not provided such information to
the application, or when anonymized datasets are shared with third
parties who might have trained models that could infer sensitive
attributes:
Contribution 2: We show that by using a deep learning-based
autoencoder architecture with a modified loss function, we are
able to generate features that obscure the inference of sensitive at-
tributes, while achieving high accuracies for application inferences,
hence preserving their utility. Using this technique, gender and
BMI-category inference accuracies dropped to around 50%, while
application inference accuracies were maintained above 75% for
most inferences in both the datasets. Moreover, we demonstrate
the applicability of this approach across datasets from two different
countries for different sensitive and application inference combina-
tions.

This article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the
key definitions and usage scenarios. In Section 3, we examine re-
lated work regarding ubiquitous computing, food, and demographic
attribute inference using mobile sensing data. Next, we introduce
the dataset used in this study in Section 4. In Section 5, we show
the risks related to sensitive attribute inference, and in Section 6
we present our proposed deep learning-based technique to combat
such issue in low-dimensional data. We discuss the implications of
our work in Section 7 and conclude the paper in Section 8.

2 KEY DEFINITIONS AND USAGE SCENARIOS
Sensitive Inference: These tasks attempt to infer sensitive infor-
mation regarding mobile health application users (e.g. gender, BMI,

weight, height, etc.). The key concept we show in this paper is that
there is a risk of inferring such sensitive attributes from datasets
that at first would not seem amenable for such tasks (e.g. data from
mobile food diaries) in cases when users do not explicitly provide
such data. As a summary, the sensitive inferences we consider in
this study are: (S1) Gender Inference - Men vs. Women; and (S2)
BMI-Category Inference - Specifically, we used BMI values with
a median split to define two categories: High BMI (higher than
the median value), and Low BMI (lower than the median value)
of each dataset. Moreover, using gender and BMI in the context
of food diaries is relevant because literature in nutrition research
suggests links between gender and BMI and eating habits, and the
importance of altering eating habits to the consumption of cer-
tain foods like dairy products, meat, and oils, in order to control
weight and other health conditions [32, 76, 93]. The choice of these
two attributes was done considering the available attributes in the
datasets we used. However, depending on the use-case or context,
others attributes can be chosen when the technique is used on other
datasets. In addition, in this study, we use the term gender to desig-
nate the demographic sex variable, aware of the fact that the two
terms are neither identical nor binary [87, 95]. We use gender for
sake of consistency with most previous literature in computing that
refers to tasks such as gender inference [13, 25, 42, 44, 49, 80, 89]
as described in Section 3, while acknowledging the limitations that
this previous work has had about the conceptualization of gender
[9].

Application Inference: These are inferences done on mobile
food diaries and health applications to benefit users. In the context
of this paper, we consider five useful inferences about food types
(A1-A5) done using low-dimensional data such as: (A1) Meal vs.
Snack, (A2) Sweet vs. Non-Sweet, (A3) Dairy vs. Non-Dairy, (A4)
Fatty vs. Non-Fatty, and (A5) Meat vs. Non-Meat. We attempt to
infer whether food contained fats and oils, sweets, dairy, or meat;
all of which could be important in multiple ways considering food
diaries because, for example, higher consumption of fruits is consid-
ered healthier [57], and high consumption of meat might provide
high amounts of protein [39, 82] and at the same time might in-
crease risks of several diseases including cardiovascular problems
and cancer [35, 65]. Hence, according to prior literature, if most of
these food intake related variables can be inferred using contextual
and activity related data, such inferences would be valuable for
users of mobile food diary apps [21, 23, 34, 43, 79, 85, 92].

Usage Scenarios:Recently, given the appearance of frameworks
to regulate the collection and use of personal data like the European
General Data Protection Framework (GDPR) [88], there is a push
for explicitly not collecting personal information from app users
without a clear purpose [29, 41, 67]. Currently, two problems in the
current operation of mobile food diaries are:

(1) It is not known if mobile food diaries that collect low dimen-
sional data can (or do) infer sensitive user attributes using
machine learning models trained with other similar datasets,
even when users do not provide such information. In prin-
ciple, there can be apps that are trusted or not trusted by
users, and depending on the trust level, users might decide
what data and sensors the app is given access to [53, 54].
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Figure 1: Envisaged Usage Scenarios for the Feature Transformation Technique

(2) It is not known if any third parties who get access to health
and food related data (even anonymized data) can (or do)
infer sensitive attributes, which represents a privacy risk to
users [7, 30, 63, 68].

Considering trusted and non-trusted app usage scenarios sug-
gested in prior work, we suggest the following envisaged usage
scenarios for the technique we propose (Figure 1):
Trusted Apps (Figure 1–b):With trusted apps, user data will be
directly sent to an app server from the smartphone. Users will be
provided with insights, analytics, and interventions. The feature
transformation (the approach we propose) should be carried out in
themobile application before data is sent to application servers. This
way, application providers can assure users that their sensitive data
would be protected to a greater extent (to a level where their data
is unlikely to reveal sensitive attributes even if data are breached
after a server hack). Currently, similar guarantees are provided by
companies such as Apple and Google where they publicly declare
to users that they use a plethora of techniques (e.g. differential
privacy, federated learning, etc.) to preserve sensitive user data. In
this case, since only the application server is aware of the feature
transformation, even though the server can generate application
inferences using the transformed data, for any other entity who gets
to access the data, there is lower utility as the data is uninterpretable
after the transformation. Hence, our technique enables applications
to provide utility to users, while providing additional guarantees
regarding user privacy.
Non-Trusted Apps (Figure 1–C): According to this idea, users
grant applications only a limited range of inferences (instead of
providing permission to sensors, users provide permission for in-
ferences) via a trusted intermediate component/app in/outside
the mobile phone. This idea regarding non-trusted apps and how
data should be transformed using trusted mediators in the smart-
phone before sending data to the cloud was initially proposed by
Malekzadeh et al. [53–55] for high dimensional data. The key idea
behind this is that the non-trusted app server would send details
to the trusted mediator regarding the inference that it needs to

do in order to provide a service to the user. Knowing the exact
inference, the trusted mediator would do a feature transformation
to the data, such that inference required by the app server can be
performed but any sensitive attribute inference is made difficult.
However, what we show in this study is that feature transformation
on high-dimensional sensor data is not sufficient, specially in mo-
bile food diaries, if such techniques still produce low-dimensional
data with a high accuracy. Hence, we need an additional step for
feature transformation of low-dimensional data.

3 RELATEDWORK
Food Diaries, Mobile Sensing, and Food Intake. While few
studies have revealed adverse consequences of using food diaries
for certain individuals [81], in many prior studies, food diaries have
proven to be effective in eating behavioral change and interven-
tions [60, 94]. There are many commercial applications [5, 6, 8, 12]
that are intended for tracking food consumption by manual entry
of food information in a mobile application, and research appli-
cations that automatically infer food type and nutritional content
using an image of the food dish [43, 73]. Moreover, there are studies
[14, 17, 84, 85] that emphasize the use of wearables to automate
the generation of food diaries. Studies by Thomaz et al. [84, 85]
focused on using wearables to identify eating moments. Going a
step forward, Mirtchouk et al. [61] used wearables to identify food
types as well.

If we specifically consider smartphone sensing applications in
this domain, Biel et al. [21] used a smartphone sensing based appli-
cation with self-reports (similar to a food diary) to track the eating
behavior of university students. They demonstrated to be able to
infer meal vs. snack occasions (food types) with an accuracy of
more than 85% using a random forest classifier. They suggested that
such automatic inferences are important in contexts such as mobile
nutritional interventions and mobile recommendation engines. In
another recent study, Seto et al. [79] emphasized the importance of
smartphone sensing based applications to monitor eating behavior
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in order to promote healthier lifestyles by providing timely inter-
ventions. They provided preliminary evidence that ties routines,
physical activity levels, and food environment. Apart from these
studies, there have been studies that examined how meal and snack
eating behavior can affect aspects such as diet control and weight
control in nutrition research [18, 27, 31, 40, 48]; and how physical
activity levels derived from wearable devices are associated with
food consumption behavior and weight loss [38, 66, 72]. It should be
noted that, while the main goal of these studies is to examine eating
patterns, meal intake or snacking behavior, our study is focused
on examining whether such food related behavioral traces can also
reveal sensitive attributes of users, and to propose a methodology
to address this potentially problematic issue.
Inference of Demographic Attributes using Mobile Sensing
Data. Inference of demographic attributes has been a topic in the
mobile computing community for some time. Early studies [24, 96]
used high-dimensional features, and the main correlating feature
for the specific attribute we study (gender) was the raw accelerom-
eter trace. Moreover, in the recent past, many studies have been
published regarding inferring demographic attributes such as gen-
der and age [42, 62, 89] using raw accelerometer and gyroscope
traces of wearables and mobile phones. In these papers, sensor data
are again high-dimensional and raw, and need to be transformed
in many ways to engineer features.

Compared to these existing studies, our work focuses on eating
behavior, demonstrating that there is a privacy risk of inferring
gender and BMI-category using low-dimensional, sparse mobile
sensing and self-report data. According to Kotz et al. [45], if we
specifically focus on mobile health applications that contain per-
sonal health records and food diaries in addition to all the passively
sensed data, the privacy risk could be even higher.
Protecting Sensitive Attributes Embedded in High Dimen-
sional Data Streams.While demographic attributes are important
for various applications including mobile recommendation engines
[24, 96], it should also be noted that application users might not
have provided this information, or might not even know that their
data is being used for such purposes. To tackle this issue, a plethora
of adversarial learning techniques have been proposed [20, 33, 51].
In the context of high-resolution mobile sensor data, Malekzadeh
et al. [53–55] proposed techniques based on autoencoders and gen-
erative adversarial networks (GAN) to replace sensor traces that
reveal sensitive information with non-sensitive information [55],
and augment high-resolution sensor data streams to preserve pri-
vacy of users when sharing data with servers via a trusted mediator
[53], while making sure that activity inference accuracy is kept
high (above 85%). Hence, they show that these privacy-preserved
high-resolution information traces can be utilized to generate low-
dimensional features such as step count and activities accurately.
Our study focuses on reducing sensitive information leakages from
low-dimensional sparse data traces, which is a challenging prob-
lem. With our results, we highlight that privacy preservation of
high-dimensional or high-resolution data is not enough to ensure
user privacy when low-dimensional information can be engineered
accurately to infer sensitive information (see the illustration in
Figure 1). Further, we argue that using autoencoder-based feature

transformation techniques on low-dimensional mobile data regard-
ing eating behavior can increase user privacy because generating
additional features from these datasets is highly challenging.

4 DATASETS AND PRE-PROCESSING
Switzerland Dataset (CH-Dataset): We used a mobile sensing
dataset called Bites’n’Bits from our previous research [21, 36]. It
contains smartphone sensor data, self-reported data, and activity
data of fitbit wearables from 122 students of a Swiss university.
The smartphone application allowed users to self-report details
regarding eating events in-situ (denoted by C: time of eating, social
context of eating, food types and categories, concurrent activities,
etc.). Further, their activity levels were captured using a fitbit wear-
able (denoted by A: step count). Moreover, passive sensing data
regarding the context such as location of eating events were cap-
tured (also part of the C data category). Moreover, the demographic
attributes (denoted byD) that were captured from participants were
gender and BMI (participants self-reported their height and weight,
using which BMI was calculated). In the final dataset, there are 4448
eating reports (3414 meals, 1034 snacks). All the users who took
part in the study were between 18-26 in age, with a mean age of
20.5 years, and there were 65% men and 35% women.
Mexico Dataset (MX-Dataset):We collected another dataset us-
ing the same approach as in [21, 36], from 38 university student
in San Luis Potosi, Mexico. The dataset had self-reported features
similar to the CH-Dataset (C), and instead of the FitBit wearable,
activity levels of participants were captured using accelerometer
sensor in the smartphone (A: x, y, and z axis values of the ac-
celerometer). Moreover, this dataset contained additional features
that revealed details about the user context (C: app usage, radius
of gyration, screen events, battery charging events). Gender and
BMI were captured as self-reported demographic attributes (D).
The dataset contained 1031 fully complete eating episode reports
(642 meals, 389 snacks). The average age of study participants was
23.4 years, and the cohort had 44% men and 56% women.

The datasets we used for our analysis only contained high-level
information (i.e. low-dimensional data) describing the eating behav-
ior. This made sure that high-dimensional features that have been
shown to reveal sensitive attributes (e.g. accelerometer traces) are
not present in this data, while examining whether such inference
can be based on low-dimensional data. The two datasets contained
one entry per each eating event, and both datasets have been pre-
pared using the same procedure as suggested by Biel et al. [21]
where passive sensing data around eating events are aggregated
from the time span T-𝛽 to T+𝛽 when a self-report about the eating
event was captured at time T. Hence, these data contained all the
self reported information regarding the eating event, and sensing
data around (before and after) eating events in a 2𝛽 time window.
The datasets processed has been prepared using 𝛽 values: 𝛽 = 2
hours in CH-Dataset and 𝛽 = 30 minutes in MX-Dataset (we present
results for these 𝛽 values because best sensitive inference results
were obtained for those values). Table 1 shows a summary of fea-
tures and target variables. Group D shows the target variables for
Sensitive inferences. Group F shows the target variables for Ap-
plication inferences. The rest of the features were used as input
features in the inference models.
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Table 1: Feature groups are Demographic (D), Contextual (C), Food Category (F), and Activity (A). Type describes whether the
feature is categorical (CA) or numerical (NU), and if it is categorical, how many categories are represented by the feature. The
total number of features are 18 and 44 in the CH and MX datasets, respectively.

CH-Dataset MX-Dataset
Feature Description Type Group Feature Description Type Group
gender Man/Woman CA(2) D gender Man/Woman CA(2) D
bmi Body Mass Index category (high/low) CA(2) D bmi Body Mass Index category (high/low) CA(2) D
meal_snack Whether it is a meal or a snack CA(2) F meal_snack Whether it is a meal or a snack CA(2) F
sweet Whether it is a sweet food or not CA(2) F fatty Whether food is fatty or non-fatty CA(2) F
dairy Whether the food contains dairy or not CA(2) F meat Whether the food contains meat or not CA(2) F
time_since_meal Time in minutes, since the last meal NU C time_since_meal Time in minutes, since the last meal NU C
time_in_min Time of the day NU C time_in_min Time of the day NU C
where Location of eating CA(10) C where Location of eating CA(10) C
withwhom Social context of a eating (alone, friends, etc) CA(4) C withwhom Social context of a eating (alone, friends, etc) CA(8) C
whatelse Concurrent activities while eating CA(17) C whatelse Concurrent activities while eating CA(11) C
steps_X_Y Features derived using fitbit step counts NU A charging or not Whether the phone is charging when eating CA(2) C

X = total, median, mean or std. deviation battery_level phone battery level when eating NU C
Y = bef/aft to indicate before eating or after screen_on/off Number of screen on/off events NU C

rog radius of gyration during eating time window NU C
app_X whether X app was used or not CA(2) C

X = facebook, instagram, whatsapp, etc.
mood, stress mood and stress while eating CA(5) C
acc_A_B Derived using accelerometer sensor NU A

B = bef/aft to indicate before eating or after
A = Used indicate the X,Y, or Z axis

Table 2: Gender and BMI Inference accuracy from the ran-
dom forest classifiers (RF) when using different feature
groups.

CH-Dataset MX-Dataset
Feature Groups Gender BMI Gender BMI
Baseline 50.00% 50.00% 50.00% 50.00%
A 65.13% 67.41% 66.73% 65.79%
C 72.51% 70.49% 68.91% 67.46%
C+D 74.39% 72.72% 74.39% 73.64%
C+A 77.38% 74.75% 77.21% 76.39%
C+A+D 91.39% 89.12% 80.63% 81.29%

5 INFERRING SENSITIVE ATTRIBUTES
USING MOBILE FOOD DIARIES (RQ1)

In this section, we examine the feasibility of inferring sensitive
attributes using the two low-dimensional datasets. We used support
vector machines, neural networks, and random forest classifiers
for this task. Due to space limitations, we only report results from
random forest classifiers that were marginally higher than neural
networks. For this experiment, we used Random Forest Classifiers
(RF) with an ntree values of range 200-500 for different feature
groups. We used 10-fold cross validation during training, and when
preparing the dataset, we made sure that the classes are balanced by
up-sampling the minority class. It should be noted that we followed
a leave-k-participants-out strategy for all the experiments, where
training, validation, and testing sets did not include data from the
same user. We ended up with datasets with sizes 4200 in the CH-
Dataset and 1000 in the MX-Dataset (corresponding to single eating
events) for the experiment.

Results of this experiment are summarized in Table 2. In the
CH-Dataset, when using sensor and self-reported contextual in-
formation alone (C), the classifiers achieved an accuracy of 72.51%

Table 3: Feature Importance (FI) for the top-five features us-
ing RF for sensitive inferences with C+A feature group. GQS
and MSL corresponds to google quick search and microsoft
launcher, respectively.

CH-Dataset MX-Dataset
Gender BMI Gender BMI

Feature FI Feature FI Feature FI Feature FI
time_in_mins 0.109 time_in_mins 0.119 app_GQS 0.086 stress 0.070
steps_sd_aft 0.104 steps_sd_bef 0.094 whatelse 0.053 feeling 0.053
steps_sd_bef 0.089 time_since_meal 0.092 app_MSL 0.048 rog 0.041
steps_mean_aft 0.087 steps_sd_bef 0.091 rog 0.036 acc_Y_bef 0.032
steps_tot_aft 0.087 steps_mean_aft 0.087 acc_Z_bef 0.109 acc_Y_aft 0.031

using RF for gender inference. When we included BMI to contex-
tual data (C+D), the accuracies were increased to 74.39%. Accuracy
was even higher when using C+A feature group. However, when
additional demographic information (BMI category) was also used
to form the feature group C+A+D, gender inference accuracy in-
creased to 91.39% with RF. Similar results were attained for gender
inference in MX-Dataset as well. Moreover, in the BMI category
inference task, we used gender as the feature in the D feature group.
Results for BMI inference showed reasonably high accuracies in the
range 74%-76% for both datasets, for C+A feature group. C+A+D
feature group showed accuracies of 89.12% for the CH-Dataset and
81.29% for the MX-Dataset, again showing how knowing one sen-
sitive attribute makes it easier to infer another sensitive attribute.
Furthermore, since we are specifically interested in demonstrating
the effects of smartphone sensing and self-reported data, when
presenting accuracy values for sensitive inference and application
inferences in later sections, we only present the accuracies obtained
with the contextual and physical activity feature (C+A) for both
sensitive and application inferences. Moreover, Table 3 summarizes
the top-five features based on feature importance in RF classifier,
for each inference done with C+A feature group in Table 2.
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6 PROTECTING SENSITIVE ATTRIBUTES IN
MOBILE FOOD DIARIES (RQ2)

This section will be divided into methodology and results. The
methodology and results sections contain two subsections each.
First, in order to facilitate the process of transforming dataset fea-
tures such that sensitive attributes are protected, we train a Multi-
Task Neural Network (MT-NN) [26] (Step 1). Step 2 describes the
procedure to use anAutoencoder (AE) [46] together with the trained
MT-NN to transform features using a modified loss function such
that using the output data from the AE, sensitive inferences cannot
longer achieve high accuracies, while still enabling high accuracies
for application inferences.

6.1 Methodology
6.1.1 Step 1: Multi-task Neural Networks for Sensitive and Appli-
cation Inferences. Most applications and third party services that
use sparse, low-dimensional datasets such as the one studied here,
use such data for application inferences. To show the conundrum
between utility of application inferences and risks of sensitive in-
ferences, we train a MT-NN, and show that the model is able to
perform an application inference (e.g. meal vs. snack, sweet vs.
non-sweet or dairy vs. non-dairy, etc.), and a sensitive inference
(men vs. women or high-BMI vs. low-BMI) on the same dataset.
We use examples of application inferences that mobile health apps
could target, to illustrate the possibility of such joint inferences.
Example of such a joint inference is using a MT-NN to infer meal
vs. snack and men vs. women in the CH-Dataset. Similarly, for each
dataset, we considered six joint inference tasks (using two sensitive
inferences and three application inferences), hence leading to a
total of 12 inferences.

The MT-NN consisted of five layers, where the input layer had
dense neurons equal to the number of input features. Intermedi-
ate layers had 32-64, 32-64 and 16-32 dense neurons, respectively
depending on the inference task, whereas the two outputs cor-
responded to binary values representing the two inference tasks.
Dropout was used for regularization in intermediate layers, relu was
the activation function of intermediate layers, sigmoid activation
was used for outputs, binary cross entropy was used to calculate
loss for both inference tasks, and 10-fold cross validation was used.
Even though the results hold for both C+A and C+A+D feature
groups, we provide results only for the C+A feature group due
to space limitations, and because that feature group represents a
use-case where app servers have no sensitive information about
users.

6.1.2 Step 2: An Autoencoder Based Architecture to limit Sensitive
Inferences. We propose how deep learning techniques can be ad-
justed to suit a low-dimensional dataset, such that further privacy
risks are reduced. Initially, we trained and tested the MT-NN as
described in Step 1 using binary cross entropy loss function for both
sensitive inference and application inference. Then, we created an
AE with an equal number of dense neurons in the input/output
layers (also equal to the number of features in the dataset); with
12,10,8,10,12 dense-neurons in each intermediate layer, elu activa-
tions for intermediate layers, and sigmoid activations for the output
layer. The AE + MT-NN based architecture is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: AE and MT-NN based architecture for privacy pre-
serving feature transformation. Output of the AE is directly
mapped to the input of MT-NN. AE’s loss function is based
on the losses of sensitive inference and application infer-
ence.

We locked the weights of the MT-NN so that its weights do not get
tuned during the training process of the AE, and then trained the
AE using the training dataset.

𝐿𝑠𝑒𝑛 = |𝛼 − 𝐹𝑠𝑒𝑛 (𝐵𝑖 ) | (1)

𝐿𝑎𝑝𝑝 = −(𝐹𝑎𝑝𝑝 (𝐵𝑖 ) × 𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑝) + (1 − 𝐹𝑎𝑝𝑝 (𝐵𝑖 )) × 𝑙𝑜𝑔(1 − 𝑝)) (2)

𝐹𝑎𝑒 = argmin
𝐵𝑖

(𝐿𝑠𝑒𝑛 − 𝐿𝑎𝑝𝑝 ) (3)

If we define our dataset as 𝑋𝑛 , the two functions for sensitive
and application inferences can be defined as 𝐹𝑠𝑒𝑛 (.) and 𝐹𝑎𝑝𝑝 (.).
The objective is to find a feature transformation function for AE,
denoted by 𝐹𝑎𝑒 (.), where the resultant dataset from the autoen-
coder is 𝑋 ∗

𝑛 = 𝐹𝑎𝑒 (𝑋𝑛) such that 𝐹𝑠𝑒𝑛 (𝑋 ∗
𝑛) accuracy is not high,

hence preserving sensitive attributes about users, and 𝐹𝑎𝑝𝑝 (𝑋 ∗
𝑛)

is high (closer to 100%), providing high inference accuracies for
application inferences. In the training phase of the AE, for a given
data point 𝐵𝑖 , the output of the MT-NN for the sensitive inference
would be 𝐹𝑠𝑒𝑛 (𝐵𝑖 ), and the application inference output would be
𝐹𝑎𝑝𝑝 (𝐵𝑖 ) whereas the two losses are indicated by Equations 1 and 2,
respectively. The objective of the autoencoder is represented by
Equation 3 which combines the losses from the two inferences in
the MT-NN, and aims at minimizing the loss for the training dataset.
Finally, 𝑝 is the probability of the outcome.

To make sure that AE learns its parameters to create a dataset
that provides higher accuracies for application inference and lower
accuracies for sensitive inferences, we used a modified loss function
as in Equation 1 for gender/BMI (we use the value 𝛼=0.5 because
it is desired accuracy for the binary classification task to make
sure that it has a lower accuracy [53]), and traditional binary cross
entropy (given in Equation 2) for application inference. Hence,
the loss for the AE was derived from the two output losses of
the MT-NN as given in Equation 3, whereas no matter how high
the loss for gender/BMI classification is, it is not conveyed as it
is to the AE due to the modified objective. This allows the AE
to tune its weights such that resultant dataset after the feature
transformation care less about the accuracy of sensitive inferences,
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and the features are transformed to ensure reasonable accuracies
for application inferences. After the training process, we obtain the
data with transformed features using the AE. The trained AE is the
component than can be used in the points marked as 2 or 3 in the
diagram of Figure 1.

As the final step, using the trained AE, we obtained a final dataset
that is Privacy Preserved. We trained the RFs and NNs for sensitive
and application inferences for both datasets using the final dataset.
The intuition here is to check whether the modified dataset can
provide good accuracies for application inferences, and lower the
accuracies for sensitive inferences, even if a new model is trained.

6.2 Results
6.2.1 Step 1: Multi-task Neural Networks can jointly infer sensi-
tive attributes and eating events . Results from this experiment are
shown under the columnMT-NN Before AE in Table 4 and Table 5 for
the CH-Dataset and MX-Dataset, respectively. In the CH-Dataset,
the MT-NN achieved a meal vs. snack inference accuracy of 86%,
sweet vs non-sweet inference accuracy of 83%, and dairy vs. non-
dairy inference accuracy of 78%. These results are similar to re-
sults obtained using the RF (RF Before AE). Moreover, C+A feature
groups provide significantly high accuracies for gender/BMI infer-
ence which highlights the need for privacy-preserving solutions for
low-dimensional and sparse data frommobile food journals. Similar
results hold for the MX-Dataset where application inference accu-
racies using both RF and MT-NN were in the range 80%-85% and
sensitive inference accuracies were in the range 72%-79% before
using the AE based feature transformation.

6.2.2 Step 2: Our architecture limits sensitive inferences while pro-
viding utility for eating-related inferences. After training the AE to
transform dataset features so that sensitive inferences are made
difficult following the procedure given above, we measure both
the application inference and sensitive inference accuracies for
the transformed dataset using the newly trained RFs and MT-NNs.
Table 4 and Table 5 show the results for the CH-Dataset and MX-
Dataset respectively, using a comparison between accuracy results
before and after the use of AE for MT-NN and RF for three inference
pairs in both datasets. Application inference accuracies have been
kept reasonably high for all three inference pairs in both datasets
(the CH-Dataset: above 81% for MT-NN and 85% for RF in meal vs.
snack and similar results hold for other two application inferences
as well; the MX-Dataset: above 78% for meal vs. snack and similar
results hold for other two inferences). At the same time, in the
CH-Dataset, we were able to reduce the gender inference accuracy
from 67% to 51% for MT-NN and from 77% to 48% for RF, and a
similar trend can be seen for the BMI-category. A similar pattern
in results can be seen for other two application inferences in the
CH-Dataset, and for sensitive inferences in the MX-Dataset too.
Hence the output from this procedure is still low-dimensional (sim-
ilar to the original dataset), but also privacy preserving because the
sensitive attributes can not be directly inferred with high accuracies
from the resultant data even if a model is newly trained.

6.2.3 Generalization of our technique. In the results, we showed
that our technique generalizes well to two datasets from mobile
food diaries with passive sensing from two different countries. For

Figure 3: MT-NN After AE Inference Accuracy for Sensitive
Inferences in 6 Different Tasks.

both datasets, we attempted two sensitive inference tasks paired
with three application inferences. Hence, we believe the above
combination of datsets, sensitive inferences, and application infer-
ences reasonably show the generalization potential of our technique.
Moreover, it should also be noted that we were able to obtain similar
results for other application inferences such as fruit vs. no-fruit and
cereal vs. non-cereal too for both datasets, when used with both
sensitive inferences gender and BMI category. However, the results
are not included in the paper due to space limitations.

6.3 Inference Results for Different 𝛼 Values in
the Loss Function

In the results presented in prior sections, in Equation 1, we used
𝛼=0.5 to make sure the accuracy for sensitive inference is minimum
in a binary classification task. However, since this is a tunable
parameter, this value could vary from 0.5. Figure 3 shows results
from the MT-NN after using the AE for six example tasks (these
tasks are randomly chosen, we carried out experiments for all 12
tasks, and results are similar) from both datasets. Results show that
by increasing the value of 𝛼 , the accuracy of the sensitive inferences
increases. Importantly, for all these inferences, application inference
accuracies were kept above application inference accuracies gained
with 𝛼=0.5 for all tasks. In addition, for all 12 tasks, for 𝛼<0.5, we
obtained sensitive inference accuracies in the range 35%-55%, and
application inference accuracies of the range 75%-87% using MT-
NN. Hence, these results show that the 𝛼 value in Equation 1 can
be used as a tunable parameter in order to control the sensitive
inference accuracy.

7 DISCUSSION
Using Feature Transformation Techniques on High Dimen-
sional vs. Low Dimensional Data.

If we just consider the dimensionality of raw data traces, the
higher the number and diversity of features in the data, the higher
the potential amount of information available in the dataset, thus
increasing the ability of discriminating sensitive attributes. On the
other hand, low-dimensional or low-resolution datasets are already
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Table 4: CH-Dataset: Accuracy for Application Inferences vs. Gender Inference and Application Inferences vs. BMI Category
Inference using MT-NN and RF, before and after feature transformation using the AE. Results use C+A feature group

Application Inference and Gender Inference Application Inference and BMI Category Inference

Task Classification MT-NN
Before AE

MT-NN
After AE

RF
Before AE

RF
After AE Task Classification MT-NN

Before AE
MT-NN
After AE

RF
Before AE

RF
After AE

CH1 Meal vs. Snack 86% 81% 86% 85% CH2 Meal vs. Snack 85% 84% 86% 82%
Men vs. Women 67% 51% 77% 48% High BMI vs. Low BMI 71% 48% 75% 53%

CH3 Sweet vs. Non-Sweet 83% 79% 82% 81% CH4 Sweet vs. Non-Sweet 82% 79% 82% 80%
Men vs. Women 69% 53% 77% 48% High BMI vs. Low BMI 73% 45% 75% 52%

CH5 Dairy vs. Non-Dairy 78% 78% 73% 71% CH6 Dairy vs. Non-Dairy 77% 76% 73% 72%
Men vs. Women 76% 51% 77% 57% High BMI vs. Low BMI 78% 54% 75% 44%

Table 5: MX-Dataset: Accuracy for Application Inferences vs. Gender Inference and Application Inferences vs. BMI Category
Inference using MT-NN and RF, before and after feature transformation using the AE. Results use C+A feature group

Application Inference and Gender Inference Application Inference and BMI Category Inference

Task Classification MT-NN
Before AE

MT-NN
After AE

RF
Before AE

RF
After AE Task Classification MT-NN

Before AE
MT-NN
After AE

RF
Before AE

RF
After AE

MX1 Meal vs. Snack 81% 78% 83% 79% MX2 Meal vs. Snack 82% 79% 83% 79%
Men vs. Women 77% 53% 76% 51% High BMI vs. Low BMI 72% 49% 77% 54%

MX3 Fatty vs. Non-Fatty 80% 78% 82% 79% MX4 Fatty vs. Non-Fatty 81% 80% 82% 81%
Men vs. Women 79% 52% 76% 59% High BMI vs. Low BMI 78% 51% 77% 60%

MX5 Meat vs. Non-Meat 84% 81% 85% 82% MX6 Meat vs. Non-Meat 82% 78% 85% 79%
Men vs. Women 79% 53% 76% 56% High BMI vs. Low BMI 79% 53% 77% 59%

processed in some way, reducing the information embedded in
them. For example, the step count of a person is derived by pro-
cessing high-resolution accelerometer and gyroscope data where
many features (x,y,z axis of accelerometer and gyroscope, time)
are combined to derive one single value i.e. the step count in a
particular time window. Because step counts are low-resolution, it
is comparatively difficult to engineer more features by processing
them with different techniques. Therefore, from our findings, we
advocate the idea that preserving sensitive attributes from high-
dimensional or high-resolution datasets might have some limitation
if novel discriminative features can still be generated. On the other
hand, preserving sensitive attributes from low-dimensional or low-
resolution data might mitigate the privacy risk discussed here to a
larger extent. Researchers and developers who use mobile sensing
datasets should be aware of these findings, specially when they
store or share data with other parties.

Data Before andAfter Feature Transformation. The feature
transformation process proposed here makes significant changes to
dataset features after transformation. One such change is the con-
version of categorical variables to numerical variables. For example,
during an experiment, the dataset had two values each for the cat-
egorical variables "with_family", "with_friends" and "with_date"
before the transformation, and after the transformation resulted
in numerical values. This is because the feature transformation
happens to each data row separately, and not to each column sep-
arately, unaware of the categorical nature of the dataset. Hence,
the dataset after feature transformation would be uninterpretable
unless the party using the transformed data had prior knowledge
of the feature transformation process. This naturally protects the
dataset from privacy risks from third parties who may gain access
to the transformed data. For example, if a transformed dataset was

shared with a third party by the data owner together with instruc-
tions regarding useful application inferences, it would be difficult
for the third party to interpret data for other purposes. As another
example, if the data was stored after feature transformation (i.e.,
in processed form) by the data owner, even if the data fell in the
hands of a third party through hacking or a data breach, since the
data was only interpretable for the original data owners, the dataset
would become of less use for the third party. In other words, the
technique we propose would create uninterpretable datasets for
sharing and storage, increasing the likelihood that datasets are used
only for required purposes, and not for anything else.

Dataset Diversity. A limitation of our study is the relative ho-
mogeneity of the participants who volunteered in the CH and MX
datasets. The dataset used is from university students of two coun-
tries, hence, even though the participants are diverse in terms of
eating routines, ethnicities, and behaviors, they are homogeneous
in terms of age and occupation. While the results show evidence
of sensitive inference using food diary entries, and that a feature
transformation technique can preserve privacy, we believe that
conducting a larger scale experiment more countries with people
having different behavioral habits, ages, professions would shed
more light into the results we present here. We hypothesize that
even though using more diverse user populations might demon-
strate varieties of eating behaviors, the technique we have proposed
might still be useful.

Personalization, Privacy, and Utility.As researchers, we usu-
ally strive to enhance utility of applications and algorithms, and
often use personalisation as a tool to increase utility. While this is
important, an increasing body of work has also emphasized the im-
portance of privacy preservation and the use of less sensitive data
[16, 20, 33, 55, 58, 59]. Personalization and privacy preservation
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are at the two opposite ends of the spectrum because personali-
sation has typically required more personal data to provide high
utility, while privacy preservation aims at providing reasonable
utility from the application, while preserving privacy of users from
known risks. The trade-off between these goals are also reflected
among people who value different aspects while usingmobile health
applications, and online applications in general. Hence, it should be
understood that while some users might prefer to distribute their
personal information and health related information for personal-
ized services, there are other users who have concerns regarding
application developers, and also regarding how their personal data
would be used if they provided such information. As seen from the
results in Section 6.2, application inference utility slightly drops
when privacy is preserved (after feature transformation). While we
understand that personalisation of algorithms and services is an
important research direction, we endorse the idea that app users,
app developers, and data owners should be aware of the risks they
might face when sharing and storing personal information from
foreseen and unforeseen circumstances. We believe that designing
ubicomp technology for joint privacy and utility, and not only for
personalisation, is important for the advancement of the field in a
progressive and ethical manner. Recent literature further discusses
why new privacy preservation techniques are needed by pointing
out that simple anonymization techniques are no longer enough to
preserve user privacy [16].

Future Research Directions.We identify several topics for fu-
ture research. As highlighted previously in this section, it is worth
examining how eating behaviors or eating routines in general vary
across different countries and diverse user groups. Moreover, it is
also important to analyze whether there are application inferences
that would not allow to transform features such that application in-
ference accuracy is high, and sensitive inference accuracy remains
low. Such situations might occur in cases where both application
inference related tasks and sensitive inference tasks highly depend
on the same features. Hence, it is worth experimenting novel pri-
vacy preserving techniques for such scenarios. In addition, our
work builds upon prior work that proposes the idea that mobile app
users can distinguish between trusted and non-trusted applications.
However, the validity of this idea should be examined with a user
study in the future.

8 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we examined how to provide both privacy and utility
in mobile food diary applications that generate low-dimensional
data consisting of sparse mobile sensor data and self-reports of
eating behavior. Using two datasets involving 160 people from two
countries, we first demonstrated that behavioral features around
eating events can be used to infer sensitive attributes like gender
and BMI-category. After demonstrating the scale of the potential
privacy risk, we show how deep learning techniques based on au-
toencoders and multi-task neural networks can be leveraged to
process dataset features such that application inferences achieve
accuracies of around 75%-90%, while sensitive inference accura-
cies drop to around 50%. We show that the technique generalizes
well on two datasets, and two sensitive inferences and three ap-
plication inferences for each dataset. We emphasized how prior

work on applying sensitive inference preservation techniques on
high-dimensional and high-resolution data might not be useful
if more low-dimensional, sparse datasets could still be generated
from such data. We also highlighted the need to think about both
application inference utility and sensitive attribute protection in
addition to personalisation when creating, storing, and sharing
even low-dimensional datasets derived from mobile sensing based
food diaries. We believe that thinking along this line would help
create more privacy-preserving mobile health applications, and also
would increase awareness in the ubicomp community regarding
privacy risks in other mobile health and well-being applications.
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